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ABSTRACT 
In this segmentation project for Hong Kong's shampoo market, benefits that 
the shampoo users are seeking were used as the basis for segmentation. In addition, 
the demographic, psychographic, and behavioristic characteristics of the users were 
analyzed so as to describe the users in each segment. A telephone survey was used to 
collect the data, and 200 questionnaires were completed. Four segments were found -
the Young Preventor, the Female Sensory, the Convenience Seeker, and the Sociable 
Executive segments. 
The Young Preventors look for shampoos that can help prevent dandruff，loss 
of hair, split-ends, or shampoos that can keep their scalps healthy. The Female 
Sensory segment seeks shampoos that can keep hair soft, shiny, and smooth. In 
addition, they enjoy the fragrance of the shampoo when shampooing or prefer the 
fragrance to stay on their hair after shampooing. The Convenience Seekers use 2-in-l 
shampoos for convenience and look for shampoos with packaging for easy usage. The 
Sociable Executives look for shampoos that can clean hair effectively, and which gives 
them a refreshing feeling after shampooing. 
Given the benefits that different segments are seeking and the characteristics of 
the segments, the Female Sensory segment was selected for Wella Balsam to target. 
This segment uses shampoos and conditioners separately, which shows that they care 
about hair quality, regardless of the 2-in-l shampoos，convenience. Balsam is a long 
established brand in the hair care industry. It has high quaUty hair care products. 
However, it does not focus its marketing efforts on a specific target segment. In 
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addition, its product formula, packaging, and advertisements have not changed for 
more than 15 years. Therefore, the outdated image with little promotion has caused 
decUning awareness and low market share. A relaunch of WeUa Balsam is now 
necessary. 
An extensive product Une for the relaunch of Balsam is suggested to enhance 
its professional positioning. However, a 2-in-l shampoo is not recommended 
immediately at the time of relaunch, since it contradicts the intended positioning. 
Packaging and labels should be changed to give a younger and modem look. Pricing 
can be higher than existing Balsam shampoos but stiU be competitive to the close 
competitors, e.g., Vidal Sassoon and Nouriche. For 400ml shampoos and 
conditioners, the suggested price ranges between HK$35 to HK$45 The existing 
distribution channels are comprehensive, but better shetf space is necessary to draw 
consumers' attention. TV commercials emphasizing soft hair and fragrance are 
suggested. Exposure frequency is more important than length of commercials. 
Further analysis is necessary before planning and implementation of the 
marketing activities. For example, it is important to understand what kind of fragrance 
the segment favors and what kind of fragrance can enhance the softness feeling. In 
addition, Une extension to other hair care products or related equipment should be 
considered. 
Evaluation of the marketing activities should be done periodically to see if the 
specified marketing objectives have been fuMUed. Focus groups and surveys can be 
used to generate feedback on the marketing programs. Competitors' defensive actions 
should also be monitored closely. 
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In the market, very few brands (e.g., Coca-Cola) can undertake full market 
coverage. It is rarely possible for a brand to include all the elements that all the people 
want. Therefore, many marketers have doubts about using an undifferentiated 
marketing strategy. On the other hand, they beUeve, because of limited resources, that 
firms should focus their energies on one or more segments of the market rather than 
target all segments. Therefore, many firms adopt differentiated marketing. They 
divide the market into several segments which share some common properties and 
design marketing programmes to target the different segments. ^  
The concept of market segmentation is based on the beUef that markets are 
heterogeneous. There are four bases of segmentation that are frequently used by 
marketers. The first one is demographic. The market is divided into different 
segments by the consumers' age, sex, family size, income, occupation, education level, 
marital status, etc. Demographic segmentation is based on a beUef that these 
demographic characteristics tend to shape one's needs. However, as noted by Russell 
Haley in his article in 1968, 'XJnfortunately, a number of recent studies have shown 
1 Kotler. P. Marketing Management - Analysis. Planning. Implementation and Control. 6th 
Edition. Prentice HaU, 1988，p.302-303. 
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that demographic variables such as age, sex, income, occupation and race are, in 
general, poor predictors of behavior and，consequently, less than optimum bases for 
segmentation strategies."^ 
The second type is psychographic / Ufestyle segmentation. The market is 
segmented on the basis of generaUzed activities, interests, and opinion profiles (AIO) 
which may determine the patterns in which people Uve, spend time, and money. This is 
especiaUy useful for marketers who are seUing psychological goods and services, not 
merely tangible products. However, as stated by Greenberg and McDonald, '^here is 
no theoretical or empirical support for the view that people faU into personaHty or 
Ufestyle groups so clear-cut and so overriding that they impact predictably on every 
sphere of consumer activity."^ In addition, lifestyle and personality may change over 
time. 
The third basis for segmentation is behavioristic segmentation. This is based on 
a beliefthat 80% of the sales come from 20% of the consumers, which is also referred 
to as the heavy-hatf phenomenon. Hence the segments are distinguished by their level / 
heaviness of product usage. One of the weaknesses is that not all heavy consumers go 
for the same brand, as they are looking for different kinds of benefits when they 
consume the product. Therefore, the fourth type of segmentation developed. 
Benefit segmentation is based on a beUef that the benefits which people are 
seeking when consuming a product are the basic reasons for the existence of true 
2 Haley，R.I. ‘‘Benefit Segmentation: A Decision^Oriented Research Tool." Joumal of 
Mariceting 32 (July 1968): p.30. 
3 Greenberg, M., and McEtonald, S.S. "Successful Needs / Benefits Segmentation: A User's 
Guide.” The Journal of Consumer Marketing Vol.6 No.3 (Summer 1989): p.31. 
4 Haley, R.I. "Benefit Segmentation: A DecisionOriented Research Tool." Journal of 
MaAeting32 (Juty 1968): p.31. 
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market segments. Once people have been classified into segments in accordance with 
the benefits they are seeking, each segment is further contrasted with the others in 
terms of their demographic, psychographic, and behavioristic characteristics. These 
variables give marketers a better understanding of the people in each segment and 
indicate how marketers can reach them and tailor-make their marketing strategies.^ 
Due to the usefuhess of benefit segmentation, many firms have appUed it to 
segment their markets. However, not much literature can be found since most studies 
are conducted for private use and hence kept confidential. Therefore, the purposes of 
this paper are to apply benefit segmentation for a product class or industry, and present 
the materials for future study. In this research. Hong Kong's shampoo market is 
chosen for segmentation, as most of the people in Hong Kong use shampoo to wash 
their hair. The survey results can hopefully be generaHzed to the whole population. 
Background of the Shampoo Market 
The shampoo market in Hong Kong is highly fragmented. It is not difficult to 
find over 15 brands of shampoo in a typical supermarket or a large drugstore, 
hicluding the product extensions, a consumer can face over 40 product items in one 
shampoo purchase situation. Therefore, determining the benefits that the consumers 
are looking for can give useful insights for marketers to understand how consumers 
make their purchase decisions, bi addition, appropriate marketing strategies can be 
developed for the selected target segments. 
5 Haley, R.I. "Benefit Segmentation: A Decision<hiented Research Tool." Joumal of 
Marketing 32 (Jufy l%8): p.31. 
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Procter & Gamble (P&G)，with its headquarters in the U.S., established its 
Hong Kong subsidiary in 1987. Within 10 years, it has established a leading position in 
Hong Kong. It offers four different brands, including Vidal Sassoon, Pantene, Rejoice, 
and Head & Shoulders, to target different market segments. It is estimated that these 
four brands make up over 30 percent of the market share. Regoice is also the first 2-in-
1 shampoo launched in the market. 
Kao is a large Japan-based shampoo manufacturer, and carries Sifone, Rimsy, 
Stasia, and Essential as the most popular brands. Although it had other brands in the 
past, they faded out graduaUy under the competitive situation. The other large 
manufacturers include Alberto, Colgate-PabnoHve, Helene Curtis, Johnson and 
Johnson, L'oreal, Revlon, and WeUa. 
Consumers usuaUy buy shampoos from supermarkets and drugstores. In recent 
years, as the consumption power of people has increased, consumers also buy 
shampoos from cosmetic brands, e.g., Body Shop and Red Earth. Although the prices 
are higher, these brands are perceived to have more natural ingredients and better 
quality. In addition, as direct marketing becomes more popular, more people buy 
shampoos from direct marketing channels Uke Amway and Nu Skin. 
Most retail shampoos are priced between HK$20 to HK$45. Shampoos from 
cosmetic brands are more expensive, but are usuaUy priced around HK$100 per bottle 
(for 400ml size). However, shampoos from direct marketing companies and hair 
salons can be priced over HK$100 per bottle. 
TV advertisements and print advertisements in magazines are most common. 
For example, P&G uses femous celebrities to endorse its brands so as to attract 
viewers and increase brand confidence. Exposure frequency is also important as it may 
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help increase brand awareness and recall. Occasional events, e.g., lucky draws and 




The primary decision problem of this project is to understand why consumers 
use the shampoos that they are using. This is achieved by knowing what benefits they 
derive from shampoos they are using, and by applying benefit segmentation to segment 
the shampoo market in Hong Kong. Based on statistical analysis, one benefit segment 
is to be chosen and an appropriate marketing strategy for WeIla Balsam is to be 




The current shampoo market will be segmented based on the benefits that 
consumers are seeking when they choose shampoos. The objective is to divide the 
market into homogenous groups so that marketers can select certain segment(s) to 
target. The demographic, psychographic, and behavioristic characteristics of the 
segments are contrasted for the purpose of suggesting marketing strategies. The 
foUowing types ofinformation are collected from the survey respondents: 
1. demographic variables - age, sex, personal monthly income, occupation, family 
size, marital status 
2. psychographic variables - actual selfimage, spare time activities 
3. behavioristic variables - shampoo brand, type, size, shampoo frequency, usage of 
conditioner 




From the very beginning, steps were taken to gain insights and ideas about the 
problem to help clarify unclear issues. Marketing research theories and consumer 
behavior concepts were studied. General information about shampoo consumption and 
the shampoo industry were also collected. These helped the researcher to become 
famiUarized with the research topic. The information collected were used for the 
development of the questionnaire in the next stage. 
Literature Review 
Published Uterature and articles about benefit segmentation and related research 
methodologies were studied. General market information on shampoos were collected 
fromjoumals and newspapers. 
As mentioned before, Russell Haley's benefit segmentation on the toothpaste 
market was first pubHshed in 1968. Since both shampoo and toothpaste are daily 
consumption products，research methodology and results from this study can be 
compared with that of Russell Haley. In his research, four segments were found: the 
sensory, the sociable，the worrier, and the independent segments. The major 
characteristics of these four segments are shown in Appendix 1. 
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Observation 
The general market information were coUected by observation in supermarkets 
and drugstores. Large supermarkets such as Wellcome, Park'N Shop, and drugstore 
chains such as Watson's and Mannings were visited. The major shampoo brands, 
types, and volumes are recorded in Appendix 2. 
hi-depth hiterviews 
An unstructured and informal interview was conducted with an expert in the 
industry. In addition, two users were invited to have discussions individuaUy. The 
purpose of these in-depth interviews was to tap the knowledge and experience of the 
experts and those who are famiUar with the product in order to gain more insights. 
The expert explained the different types of shampoos and some important criteria used 
in selecting shampoos. This was very helpful in understanding the product category. 
The individual interviews with shampoo users helped the researcher to understand the 
selection criteria and purchase behavior from the viewpoint of consumers. The 
vocabulary of consumer benefits generated by these in-depth interviews were useful in 
structuring the questionnaire. Summaries of the interviews are given in Appendices 3 
and4. 
Focus Group toerviews 
Two focus groups, one male group and one female group, were organized to 
gather ideas. People with similar demographic characteristics were given chances to 
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interact and share their experiences with respect to shampoo usage. At the beginning, 
a short questionnaire was distributed for the participants to fUl out individually. The 
discussions were unstructured and informal. Several topics were covered in both 
discussions, e.g., shampoo brands and advertisements that came to their minds, 
comments about brands that they use, and perceptions of other major brands. Through 
the focus groups, shampoo functions and features were further explored. The results 




The purpose here is to describe the consumers and group them into 
homogenous groups. The segmentation base is the benefits that the consumers are 
seeking. However, just knowing the benefits which consumers are seeking is not 
enough for marketers to design appropriate strategies. The characteristics of people in 
each segment must also be understood. Therefore，the demographic, psychographic, 
and behavioristic profiles of the members of each segment should also be developed. 
The market potential of each segment is analyzed and one will be selected as the target 
market segment. 
Questionnaire Development 
Based on the information collected through exploratory research, a structured, 
undisguised questionnaire was developed. The questionnaire used for pilot testing is 
shown in Appendix 7. Since the segmentation base is the shampoo benefit, people 
were asked about the benefits which they seek from shampoos. The benefit attributes 
were concentrated on the ftinctions and features of the shampoos (B1 - B23). They 
included items related to the cleanliness, smoothness, prevention, sensory, pricing, and 
packaging benefits of shampoos. Variables were also developed for checking the 
demographic (D1 - D6), psychographic (P1 - P8) and behavioristic (U1 - U7) 
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characteristics of the respondents. The demographic attributes included family size, 
marital status, age, occupation, income, and sex of the respondents. The 
psychographic attributes were designed to check the respondents' actual setf image 
and time spent on physically demanding activities. The behavioral attributes were used 
to coUect information about respondents' shampoo frequency, and usage of shampoo 
and conditioner. Respondents were screened for eHgibiUty by using three questions at 
the beginning of the questionnaire (S1 _ S3). They must be aged between 15 to 59, 
must have shampooed their hair by themselves within two weeks from the time of the 
interview, and must take part in making the shampoo brand choices. Since most of the 
people in Hong Kong speak Cantonese, the interviews were conducted in this dialect. 
The questionnaire was first designed in Cantonese and then translated into EngUsh for 
the purpose of reporting. 
Pilot Testing 
A pilot test was done before finalizing the questions in the questionnaire. Ten 
shampoo consumers were invited to do the pilot test, which was to make sure that the 
flow of questions was logical and the wording could be easily understood. Ambiguous 
items were deleted or changed. The final version of the questionnaire was formulated 
and is shown in Appendix 8. 
Sample Design 
The next step was to decide on the target respondents and to design 
appropriate methods to reach them. 
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Target Respondents 
The target respondents were all existing shampoo consumers in Hong Kong, 
aged between 15 and 59. This age range was selected because it is assumed 
consumers aged below 15 or above 59 may have little influence on shampoo purchase 
decisions. In addition, segments below 15 and above 59 may not have enough market 
potential to justify marketing efforts. Most of the people should use shampoo to wash 
their hair, even though some may not purchase the shampoo by themselves. This is 
based on an assumption that very few people only shampoo their hair at salons. In 
addition, only those who claimed to make or influence shampoo purchase decisions 
were considered as eligible respondents. 
SampUng Plan 
ProbabUity sampUng, i.e., a combination of stratified sampling and systematic 
sampUng, was used. First the Hong Kong Telephone Directory 1995 (consisting of 3 
sub-directories) was divided into mutuaUy exclusive and exhaustive subsets, which 
were the pages. Then random numbers were drawn for the systematic selection of 
telephone numbers from the pages, columns, and rows. Households were contacted by 
the telephone numbers Usted in the telephone directory. The one who answered the 
phone was the respondent for that household. This assumes that everyone in the 
household has an equal chance of answering phone caUs. One caUback was made for 
each household which was not contacted on the first try. If the household was not 
reached on the second attempt, the number “1” was added to the last digit of the 
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telephone number to replace the original telephone number. The same principle was 
also appUed to invalid numbers until a respondent was successfully contacted. 
Sample Size 
If 95% confidence level (z = 1.96) and 7% absolute precision are required and 
assuming an unknown variance, the sample size (n) is calculated as foUows^: 
n = z^  X pq / H^ 
n=1.96^x 50x50 /7^ 
n = 200 
Assuming 75% of the telephone calls are completed calls, 90% of the 
completed caUs can reach qualified respondents, 50% of the qualified respondents 
agree to participate, and 1 callback can reach 10% of the unreached households, the 
total sample size was calculated as follows: 
No. of successful respondents 200 
No. of respondents that agreed to participate (50%) : 200 
No. ofquaUfied respondents (90%) 400 
Completed caUs with 1 caUback (25% x 0.1 + 75%) : 444 
Total sample size 573 
Therefore, 573 telephone numbers were drawn from the telephone directory. 
6 Gilbert A. ChurchiU, Jr. Marketing Research - Methodological Foundations. 6th Edition. 
Dryden Press, 1995, p.636^38. 
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Data Collection 
Method of Administration 
The survey was conducted by telephone interviews, and the responses of the 
respondents were recorded by the interviewers. Since telephone interviews were 
employed, data was collected at night. The response rate was higher since people had 
returned back home from work, and had finished their dinners. The survey was 
conducted from 8:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. on weekdays during a three week period. 
Response Rate 
Two main sources of non-response bias were not-at-homes and refiisals. In 
this survey, the not-at-home bias was reduced by callbacks. However, we never know 
the eligibility of refusals. Therefore，the number of eligible respondents who refused to 
respond can only be estimated from the proportion of eligible respondents who 
completed the survey. This is based on the assumption that the ratio of eUgible to 
ineligible respondents is the same for those who participated in the survey and those 
who refused. 
Completed interviews = 200 
Refused, eligibiUty not determined = 240 
Ineligible = 90 
The response rate is calculated by the following formula:^ 
,Gilbert A. Churchill. Jr. Mariceting Research - Methodological Foundations. 6th Edition. 
Dryden Press, 1995, p.661"664. 
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Number of completed interviews with responding units 
Number of eligible responding units in the sample 
= 200 
200 + 240(200/290) 
= 54.7% 
The response rate is relatively high when compared to other telephone surveys. 
First ofaU, most of the contacted respondents were eUgible, as shampoo is a generic 
product that most people use and buy. Second, the callback scheme helped to increase 
the success rate. 
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CHAPTER VII 
DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Data analysis was performed to obtain meaningful results from the collected 
raw data. However, before going deep into analysis of the data, preUminary analytical 
steps were taken. First of all, editing ensured some minimum quaHty of the raw data. 
Secondly, coding transformed the raw data into numerical values for further analysis. 
Editing 
This was to check if the completed questionnaires contained incomplete 
answers, obviously wrong answers, or answers that reflected lack of interest. 
Obviously, it was important to decide how to deal with these problems in order to 
minimize biases in data analysis. 
Since the segmentation base was the benefit that the respondent was looking 
for，it was necessary that the respondent complete all questions up to the 
psychographic attributes, i.e., complete all the usage and benefit questions. Otherwise, 
those incomplete questionnaires were considered as refusals. Therefore, the problem 
of incomplete questionnaires was not severe; unanswered psychographic and 
demographic questions were regarded as missing values. 
Other than unanswered questions, contradictory answers were also discarded 
and recorded as missing values. For example, the amount of leisure time which a 
respondent has each week (P7) must be more than the amount of leisure time which 
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the respondent spends on physically demanding activities / sports (P8). Since it was 
not possible to check with the interviewer or the respondent to verify the answers, the 
inconsistent answers were discarded to ensure a certain acceptable level of data 
quality. 
Coding 
Coding specifies the categories of the responses and transforms them into 
numerical values for the purpose of data input before implementing any analysis. Since 
most of the items in the questionnaire were closed-ended questions, it was relatively 
easy to code the responses. Numerical values were assigned to different possible 
responses so that each response would fall into one and only one category, i.e., would 
fall into one of the mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories. 
The open-ended questions were more difficult to code. For example, the open-
ended responses for occupation were categorized into more general descriptions 
before further analysis. The coding table is shown in Appendix 9. 
Frequency 
Frequencies of each response category for each question were mn to further 
edit the raw data. For example, if one or two responses for one question has an 
extremely high or extremely low frequency, then the question may have been 
misleading so that most of the respondents gave certain responses. In this case, the 
question may have to be discarded before further analysis. In this survey, question 
B14 (the shampoo brand that you use most frequently balances the pH value) had this 
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problem, as almost one-fourth of the respondents gave a "don't know" response. 
Therefore, B14 was omitted in aU other analyses. 
From the frequencies of the demographic data, we can see if there is any 
sampling bias. For example, the ratio of males to females and the distribution of 
respondents in different occupations can show if the samples are biased to certain 
characteristics. The male to female respondent ratio was 83:117, i.e., about 1.4:1. 
This bias is not extremely serious when compared to the sex ratio of Hong Kong in 
1995, which was around 1:1.® However, there seemed to be some sampling bias 
towards students and housewives when analyzing the frequencies of different 
occupation categories. There were 36 students (18%) and 33 housewives (16.5%) in 
the sample. As compared to around 29 percent of the non-working population of 
Hong Kong, which includes students, housewives and other non-working occupation 
within the 15 to 59 age range in the general population, the sample was biased towards 
certain people who generaUy spend more time at home. AU sampUng biases wiU be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
The results from the brands that the respondents are using serves as an 
estimation of the existing market share. The frequencies and percentages for different 
brands are shown in Appendix 10. 
Vidal Sassoon has the highest percentage among aU brands. It is estimated that 
Vidal Sassoon is the market leader, in terms of sales volume, in the local market. 
Furthermore, the four shampoo brands ofProcter & Gamble (Vidal Sassoon, Pantene, 
Rejoice, and Head & Shoulders)’ make up more than 50 percent of the market. 
8 "Estimated Mid-year Popubtion 1^ Age Group and Sex." Hong Kong Annual Digest of 
Statistics 1996: p.4. 
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Optima and Nouriche from Colgate-Pabnolive make up 10 percent share while Sifone, 
Essential and Rimsy from Kao make up 9.2 percent. Wella Balsam has a similar 
estimated market share (1.7%) to Revlon and Finesse. Hence, it can be concluded that 
Procter & Gamble is a very strong leader with a big market share difference with its 
foUowers. 
By looking at the types of shampoos that the respondents are using, we can 
further understand the proportion of each hair type segment. The results are shown in 
Appendix 11. It is reasonable to see that a high percentage of respondents (61.0%) 
use shampoos for normal hair. However, it is interesting to see a relatively high 
percentage of respondents use anti-dandruff shampoos and shampoos for oily hair. 
Perhaps this may be explained by the humid weather and the poUuted air in Hong 
Kong. Humidity and polluted environment make people's hair greasy and scalps 
infected by germs which can cause dandrufF. 
Another way to segment the market is to look at the proportion of respondents 
using 2-in-l shampoos, i.e., shampoos containing conditioner. Although the majority 
of respondents are not using 2-in-l shampoos (58.5%), those who do account for 
more than 41.5 percent of the sample. Therefore, the 2-in-l segment is still a large 
segment, even though it is diminishing. 
Factor Analysis 
Factor analysis is a technique used to analyze the interdependence of variables. 
The variables are grouped into factors for the purposes of data reduction and 
9 JEN, Rhoda. WeUa Uni-Beauty Ltd., Hong Kong, hiterview, 28 January, 1997. 
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interpretation. The first purpose is to summarize the important information in a set of 
observed variables by a new, smaUer set of variables expressing that which is common 
among the original variables. The second purpose is to identify the underlying 
dimensions of the original variables.^® 
Since shampoo benefits are the segmentation basis, the benefit variables should 
be Unearly combined by factor analysis before they were used to perform the 
segmentation. Therefore, items B1 • B23, the function and feature attributes, were 
input for factor analysis. Seven factors were generated and they were named 
CIeanHness, Softness, Prevention, Design & Packaging，Fragrance, Relaxation, and 
Price. The benefit items and their respective factors are shown in Appendix 12. 
Although seven factors were generated from the benefit attributes, only the first 
five factors were used for the following cluster analysis. This is because the attributes 
in the last two factors were not combined in very meaningful ways to give clear 
descriptions of the factors. 
Cluster Analysis 
Cluster analysis is one way of segmenting the market. The objective of cluster 
analysis is to group the respondents into homogeneous groups. The respondents were 
assigned to groups so that there was as much similarity within and difference among 
groups as possible. The five factors generated in the last section were input for cluster 
analysis. The number of desired clusters can be determined by the researcher and 
usually three to six clusters are generated. Too few clusters would over generaUze the 
°^ Gifcert A. ChurchiU. Marketing Research Methodological Foundations. 6th Edition. 
Dryden Press, 1995，p.963. 
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segments that should have differences, but too many clusters would be difficult to 
manage and evaluate for significant differences. Finally, four clusters were generated. 
There were 29，37, 63 and 71 respondents in Cluster 1，Cluster 2，Cluster 3，and 
Cluster 4, respectively. 
Cross-tabulation 
Just knowing the sizes of each cluster gives few insights into understanding the 
differences among the clusters. First, the clusters were cross-tabulated with the benefit 
items to determine what kind of benefits each segment was seeking. The benefits 
associated with each segment were based on the highest percentages of responses 
faUing on the agree side of the benefit statements under the factors. It was found that 
Segment 1 is looking for prevention. Segment 2 is looking for softness and fragrance, 
and Segment 4 is looking for cleanUness. Segment 3 did not have high percentages of 
agreement with any benefits except cleanUness. However, it was not as strong as that 
of Segment 4. Assuming the segments are looking for mutuaUy exclusive benefits. 
Segment 3 was judged as a segment which looks for design & packaging. The detailed 
results are shown in Appendix 13. 
To understand the characteristics of the respondents in each segment, the 
segments were further cross-tabulated with the demographic, psychographic, and 
usage items. Combining these variables with the benefits that are sought, the four 
segments are labeled as Young Preventors, Female Sensory, Convenience Seekers, and 
Sociable Executives. The results are shown on the next page. 
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SHAMPOO MARKET SEGMENTATION DESCRIPTION 
Young Female Convenience Sociable 
Preventars Sensory Seekers Executives 
Demographic 
Strengths 
• Sex Female Female Male & Female Male & Female 
_ • Age 20-39 一 30-40 / a b o v ^ 30~40 / above 25-39 
• Marital Status Single/ Single Single/ Single/ 
Married Married Married 
• Family size M }A 3 4 & 5/ above 5 / above 
• Occupation Unskilled Management^ Management/ Executive/ 
white collar/ Executive Executive Skilled white 
Studenty' coUar 
Housewife 
• Income Low (below Low / Middle / Low - Middle Low - Middle 
HK$5,OOQ) High 
Image Beliefs^ 
• Professional^ 0 - 二 + 
• Stylish - — ： 0 
• Sociable^ 0 0 0 — + + 
• Trendy^ 0 - ： 0 
• Environmental 0 + + + + + 
-ly friendfy 




• Type of Normal / Oily Normal Normal / Anti- Normal 
shampoo dandruff 
• Size of Medium Medium / Medium Medium 
shampoo Large 
• 2-in-l Not 2-in-l Not 2-in-l Not 2-in-l Not 2-in-l 
shampoo^ / 2-in-l / 2-in-l 
• Useof Use / do not Use definitely Definitely do Use definitely / 
conditioner^ use not use sometimes 
• Brand of Same as or Same as brand Same as or Same as brand 
conditioner different from of shampoo different from of shampoo 
shampoo brand shampoo brand 
1. + (-) means a relatively h i ^ percentage of respondents agree (disagree) with that statement 
when compared to other segments. + + (- -) means an even higher percentage of 
respondents feU on the agree (disagree) side. 0 means roughly equal percentage of 
respondents agree, disagree, or are neutral on the statemort. 




Before giving recommendations, the limitations and biases of this research 
project should be addressed. This is to avoid misinterpretation and misuse of the 
survey findings，which may lead to inappropriate marketing applications. 
Research Design 
The basic question is, "should benefit segmentation be used to understand the 
shampoo market?" Shampoo is a consumer product which is used on a daily basis. 
UsuaUy it is categorized as a low involvement product, i.e., consumers will do Uttle or 
no information search and processing before making the purchase decision. Evaluation 
of the brand choice, if it exists, is done after usage. If a favorable attitude is formed, 
the probabiUty of repurchasing the same brand wiU increase. However, this may not 
necessarily mean that the user is fully satisfied with the product. The repurchase may 
just mean that the effort of information search and processing outweighs the benefits 
gained from making an optimal brand choice which will maximize the user's 
satisfaction." If this is true, understanding the benefits that the consumers are looking 
for stiU cannot predict their purchase behavior. From the focus groups, the 
“Henry Assael. "Low Involvement Decision Making." Consumer Behavior and Marketing 
Actioa 5th Edition. South-Westem College PubUshing, 1995. 
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interviewees used some criteria in making their brand choice, though they did not use 
them extensively. Therefore, understanding the underlying benefits that the shampoo 
users are seeking can stiU give useful insights for marketers. 
Another potential research bias is sampUng error, e.g.，biased sampUng frame 
and / or biased sampUng method, bi this research, the sampUng frame is Hong Kong's 
telephone directory. Only those households which have telephones and registered their 
numbers in the directory were included in the frame. However, this bias should not be 
great, as over 95 percent ofhouseholds in Hong Kong have telephones. 
One great limitation of telephone surveys is that those who are not at home 
during the fieldwork period could not be reached. For example, those who travel a lot 
and those who work on night shifts were excluded. Therefore, caUbacks were done to 
reduce the bias. However, the samples stiU include relatively larger proportions of 
students and housewives who are beUeved to spend more time at home. 
Data CoUection 
Since the data was coUected by more than one interviewer, the wording and 
explanations given may vary from one interviewer to another. This kind of bias was 
reduced by constructing the questionnaire in Cantonese, limiting the number of 
interviewers to two, and extensive briefing before the fieldwork started. 
The questionnaire itsetf may be another source of bias. For example, 
ambiguous wording and compUcated question format may result in erroneous 
responses. In addition, the lengthy questionnaire may make respondents terminate 
the interviews or answer the questions in the easiest way, e.g., by always answering 
“agree ” These kinds of problems were reduced by pilot testing. 
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The reUabiHty ofresponses should be high as the questions were not sensitive. 
Therefore, the respondents should have given their true responses. However, a 
respondent may have answered aU the questions in the questionnaire, it does not 
necessarily mean that the respondent was consciously responding to the questions to 
reflect his / her true situation. Since this was a telephone survey, the interviewers did 
not know ifthe respondents were paying attention to some other things at home. For 
example, a respondent may have answered in the "3" position on the five-point scale 
on the attitudinal measures of the benefit and psychographic attributes. This may be 
the result of the respondent's desire to complete the interview as soon as possible, 
without paying attention to aU the questions. Editing could also help screen out low 
quaUty data. Fortunately, this was not obviously apparent in the coUected data. 
However, there is stiU a bias that refusals were replaced by "cooperative" 
respondents. Therefore, it may be dangerous to assume that the findings from the 
respondents can be generaHzed to those who refused. 
Analysis 
Since data input and data analysis were done by one researcher, coding, 
handUng of missing data, and response interpretation variations were reduced. The 
input data was double-checked before analysis to ensure data correctness. 
Reliability issues address whether the tool used for measurement is an 
appropriate instrument so that similar results will be generated when using the same 
tool to measure again. As the questionnaire design was not very compUcated and the 
benefits that the respondents were looking for should be quite stable, similar results 
should be produced if the survey is conducted again. 
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Validity is to question if the survey is measuring what it intends to measure. 
There are two types of vaUdity, internal and external. Internal validity refers to the 
abiUty to attribute the effect，i.e.，choice of shampoo, to the variables being tested, e.g., 
benefits, but not other factors^ Benefit segmentation is believed to have higher 
validity than other types of segmentation. As Russell Haley stated, '^he belief 
underlying this segmentation strategy is that the benefits which people are seeking in 
consuming a given product are the basic reasons for the existence of true market 
segments”i3 
The extemal validity is not very high, as the sampUng bias may not allow the 
findings to be generalized to the overall Hong Kong population. The use of telephone 
interviews to reach individuals from different households in different regional areas 
helped to increase the sample's representativeness. However, cautious interpretation is 
stiU necessary. 
12 Gilbert A, ChurchiU. Marketing Research Methodological Foundations. 6th Edition. 
Dryden Press, 1995，p.202. 
13 Hale>', R.I. "Benefit Segmentation: A Decision^Oriemed Research Tool." Joumal of 




After analyzing the collected data，four segments were found. In this chapter， 
one segment will be recommended for Wella Balsam to target. With the market 
information collected from Wella and the implications drawn from the analysis, a 
marketing strategy will be suggested. 
Market Environment 
According to Survey Research Hong Kong Report 1996, the shampoo market 
size, in terms of volume, was 6.45 million liters, which was valued at HK$4.5 billion,4 
As mentioned in Chapter I, the shampoo market in Hong Kong is highly fragmented. 
No one brand holds more than 20 percent of the market share. This means that 
consumers can normally find more than 50 shampoo brands in supermarkets and 
drugstores. Marketers call these retail shampoos, as there is also a small portion of 
consumers who choose to buy professional brands from hair salons. These 
professional shampoos are not sold in the normal retail channels, i.e., supermarkets and 
drugstores. 
14 HUI, Andrew. Wella Uni-Beauty Ltd., Hong Kong. Telephone interview, 13 February, 
1997. 
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The market leader is Procter & Gamble (P&G), and it produces Vidal Sassoon， 
Pantene, Rejoice, and Head & Shoulders. Rejoice is believed to be the leader in the 2-
in-1 segment and Head & Shoulders is the leader in the anti-dandrufF segment. The 
four shampoos are believed to make up more than 50 percent of the market share. 
P&G continues to bring in new products. For example. Rejoice was the first 2-in-l 
shampoo in Hong Kong's shampoo market and it also introduced a 2-in-l formula with 
oil treatment last year. Kao is another large manufacturer which offers Sifone, Rimsy, 
Stasia, Essential, and Merit as its major brands. It established its shampoo business in 
Hong Kong long before P&G's entry in 1987. It also consistently brings in new brands 
to arouse consumers' interest. Sifone and Rimsy are its two new brands in the last few 
years. 
The other weU-known brands include V05 from Alberto, Elseve from L'oreal, 
Optima and Nouriche from Pahnolive, Outrageous and Flex from Revlon, and Balsam 
and Wellazid from Wella 
The prices of retail shampoos are not high, ranging from HK$20 to HK$45 for 
one 400ml bottle. However, direct marketing brands and cosmetic brands charge 
higher prices, from HK$60 to over HK$100 per bottle. 
Television is an essential medium for building brand awareness. Since shampoo 
is a low involvement product, consumers normally do not engage in extensive 
information search before making their purchase decisions. Therefore, brand 
awareness is important when a consumer faces the large number ofbrands and product 
items in a supermarket or drugstore. Major shampoo brands use celebrities in their 
advertisements to increase awareness, e.g.，Rejoice uses Michael Chang, a famous 
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tennis player, Sifone uses Vivian Chow, a famous local singer, and Head & Shoulders 
uses Sally Yip, a famous local singer. 
Closely related to brand awareness are in-store displays. As consumers may 
not have made any brand decisions before their purchases, in-store displays play a key 
role in reminding the consumers ofbrand names. Therefore, shampoo brands fight for 
more and better (usuaUy eye-level) shetf space. OccasionaUy, they use posters andA>r 
promotional racks in supermarkets and drugstores to increase brand name exposure. 
Wella Balsam 
Wella has been established in Hong Kong for more thm 20 years. It offers 
Balsam, WeUazid, and Sunny Drop as its major brands. In addition to the retail 
market, it also serves the wholesale market by selling professional shampoos to hair 
salons. Wella has certain competitive advantages over its competitors. The long 
established brand has developed strong awareness in the minds of the consumers. It 
also gives a professional and quality image, as it ofFers a complete series of hair care 
products, not only shampoos and conditioners. WeUa Balsam conditioner is also the 
second largest conditioner brand in terms of sales volume/^ which proves its good 
quality. However, its long established name is also associated with an old-fashioned 
image. 
WeUa Balsam is a very well-known brand. However, it has not changed its 
packaging, logo, and even advertisements for 15 years. That is why Balsam is not very 
popular among the younger age group, which considers Balsam to be an old-fashioned 
15 JEN, Rhoda. Wella Uni-Beauty Ltd., Hong Kong. Interview, 28 January, 1997. 
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brand. In addition, it has not had any above-the-line promotion in recent years. Brand 
awareness has been greatly reduced. Therefore, people cannot recall the brand name 
during purchase although most of them know the brand. Facing the keen competition, 
a strategic relaunch ofWeUa Balsam is necessary. 
Marketing Objectives 
Through an in-depth interview with Wella, three major marketing objectives 
were identified: 
1. re-establish the brand awareness ofWeUa Balsam 
2. change the brand image ofWella Balsam to a younger image 
3. increase the market share 
Target Segment 
Wella Balsam is currently targeting females aged between 25 and 45 with low 
to middle income, especially housewives. However, no marketing efforts are tailor-
made for this group. 
WeUa should make use ofBalsam's professional and quality image to capture a 
segment which looks for these elements. From the benefit segmentation, the second 
segment. Female Sensory, is recommended. First, this segment would definitely use 
conditioner after shampooing. It is beUeved that consumers who use conditioners after 
shampooing, and not 2-in-l shampoos, believe that quality is more important than 
convenience. As Wella is strong in its conditioner quaUty, this is a good seUing point 
for this group. Second, the brands of conditioner they use are the same as the brands 
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of shampoo. Therefore, Balsam can get business from both shampoos and 
conditioners. Third, the segment does not have strong beliefs about stylish and trendy 
images. Therefore, it would be easier for them to accept a less modem image ofWella 
Balsam. FinaUy, the segment, with females aged between 30 and 59, should be large 
enough to make the marketing effort worthwhile. According to Hong Kong Annual 
Digest ofStatistics 1996. females within this age range made up 20 percent of the total 
population in 1995, and accounted for 1,322,400 females. Of course，the sex and age 
characteristics of this segment may overlap with other segments, i.e., the actual size of 
this particular segment would be smaller. The suggested primary target is females 
aged between 30 and 44 (910,000 individuals). As they are younger and more Ukely to 
be in the working force within the segment, they would more easily accept the 
relaunched Balsam. The secondary target would be females aged between 45 and 59 
(412,400 individuals). Another way to estimate the size of this segment is to calculate 
its proportion from the sample. Since there were 37 respondents in the Female 
Sensory segment, it also makes up about 20 percent of the sample, which is similar to 
the above estimation. 
Positioning 
Wella Balsam should be positioned as a professional and quality hair care brand 
which provides extensive hair care products of high quality in the retail market. The 
close competitors are Vidal Sassoon and Nouriche, which have similar positioning in 
the market. They have higher brand awareness and market shares relative to the 
existing Balsam. Vidal Sassoon has an extensive product line with other hair care 
products, including spray，gel, mousse，and professional hair setting equipment. The 
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brand name itsetf is the name of a famous international hair stylist, which creates a 
higher-end and professional image. Nouriche does not have an extensive product line, 
but its promotion associates with female executives who project a professional image. 
Therefore, it is critical to differentiate Balsam from these competitors while 
maintaining a competitive position. The marketing program should be tailor-made 
with reference to these close competitors. 
Mariceting toplications 
Product 
Li order to position WeUa Balsam as a professional and quality brand, it must 
have a comprehensive product Une to cater to the needs of different people within the 
segment. The suggested product items are: 
1. shampoos for normal, dry, and oily hair and one with anti-dandruff formula 
2. conditioners for normal, dry, and oily hair 
3. a shampoo and a conditioner for spUt-ends / damaged hair 
4. a shampoo and a conditioner for permed hair 
5. 2-in-l shampoos for normal, dry, and oily hair and one with anti-dandruff formula 
Shampoos and conditioners for normal, dry, and oily hair are basic product 
items that every brand must offer. These six items should be launched first The anti-
dandruff market should not be missed. According to Survey Research Hong Kong 
Report 1995. the anti-dandrufF market made up 25% of the whole shampoo market.^^ 
16 HUI, Andrew. Wella Uni-Beauty Ltd, Hong Kong. Telephone interview, 13 February, 
1997. 
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The anti-dandruff formula shampoo should be introduced after several months to half a 
year. This is to give enough time for the consumers to leam about the basic items and 
accept the new Balsam image before the launch of an additional item. Most important, 
this product item can help pull-in consumers from the Young Preventor segment. 
Consumers who use anti-dandmff shampoo can select suitable conditioners (for 
normal, dry, or oily hair) according to their own needs. 
To further enhance its professional image, Balsam should further extend its 
product line by introducing new shampoos and conditioners for spHt-ends / damaged 
hair and permed hair. Again these should be introduced after launching the anti-
dandruffformula for a certain period of time, so that consumers can have some time to 
adopt the previous items. 
The 2-in-l shampoos should be launched only after the target segment has been 
saturated with the relaunched items. First，the target segment, the Female Sensory 
segment, uses shampoos and conditioners separately, i.e., it does not use 2-in-l 
shampoos. The introduction of2-in-l shampoos does not meet its needs. Second, the 
2-in-l shampoos would blur the professional and quaUty image，as there is a general 
beUefthat 2-in-l shampoos are oflower quality. Consumers who use 2-in-l shampoos 
seek convenience at the expense of damaging their hair. Third, the 2-in-l market is 
quite mature, with declining sales volume. Many consumers believe that the prolonged 
usage of 2-in-l formulas would cause dandruff That is why Rejoice introduced the 
anti-dandmff formula 2-in-l shampoo and a 2-in-l shampoo with oil treatment. 
Therefore, many 2-in-l users retum to the use of shampoos and conditioners 
separately. 
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Even though the 2-in-l segment is a large and profitable segment to which 
Wella should cater, the convenience of 2-in-l formula shampoos should not be used as 
the major selUng point. The launch of a 2-in-l shampoo should be done when WeUa 
believes the Female Sensory segment is saturated to try to pull-in consumers from the 
Convenience Seeker segment. These items should be carried without extensive 
promotion. 
The suggested items should be offered in both 400ml and 750ml sizes. This is 
because the target segment uses both medium and large sizes of shampoos. 
The packaging of Balsam should be changed. Although the target segment is 
not looking for packaging for easy usage, the existing packaging is extremely 
inconvenient. Similar to other brands, the 400ml bottles should be designed for users 
to squeeze out the shampoos or conditioners and the 750ml bottles should be equipped 
with pumps. The color and design of labels should give a modem look, though the 
logo ofWella Balsam should be kept for recognition. Both EngUsh and Chinese names 
should be used for easy memory, as many consumers cannot remember '^alsam" in 
EngHsh. 
bi addition, after-sales services can be used to differentiate Balsam from other 
products, e.g., hotUne for enquiries, money back guarantee for defective items. 
Price 
WeUa's existing pricing objective is to maintain existing share by keeping the 
prices of its products competitive with its close competitors. The prices of the 
relaunched product items should not be too low, as consumers always associate low 
price with low quaUty. However, the pricing should still be competitive in order to 
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increase product trial so as to increase market share. Therefore, it is suggested that the 
400ml size shampoos and conditioners should be priced in the HK$35 to HK$45 
range, which is higher than the existing Balsam shampoos and conditioners. The 
750ml size can be priced between HK$70 to HK$80. To induce trial, a premium pack, 
e.g., a 400ml shampoo and a 400ml conditioner, at around HK$80 can be introduced. 
However, premium packs are not suggested immediately when Balsam first relaunches, 
as this may be associated with low quality. 
Distribution 
The existing distribution channels for Wella Balsam and the respective 
percentages of sales volume are as follows: 
• 65% from supermarkets (e.g., Wellcome and Park'N Shop), and drugstores (e.g. 
Mannings and Watson's) 
• 20% from Chinese supermarkets and supermarkets in public estates (e.g., CRC 
Shop) 
• 7% from Japanese supermarkets (e.g., Yaohan and Sogo) 
• 8% from wholesalers (wholesale for smaller drugstores) 
The distribution channels are quite comprehensive in reaching customers 
through different types of retail outlets. In addition, the estabUshed network is not 
easy to change, but WeUa may consider adding new distribution channels, e.g., hair 
salons. However, most important is to get more and better-positioned shetf space. 
The existing Wella Balsam can only get small areas at the comers or on lower shelves, 
which are not very eye-catching. 
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An in-store display is a key factor which may affect purchase. As mentioned 
before, shampoo is a low involvement product, so many consumers may not have any 
brands in mind before their purchases. Therefore, an in-store display creates a 
reminder effect. Even ifthe consumers have certain brands in mind, due to inertia, the 
decisions may not be very strongly held, and may change when they see other new 
brands, brands with new packaging, new features, or with discounts. 
Promotion 
Promotion is considered as one of the most important factors that affects 
awareness and penetration in the shampoo market. AU the communication themes 
should be based on the benefits which the segments are looking for，i.e., softness and 
fragrance. 
First, the depth-of-sell for the Female Sensory segment is more superficial than 
that for the Young Preventors or the Sociable Executives. Since the Female Sensory 
segment is not looking for preventive or cleanUness functions of shampoos, they would 
not pay as much attention to the promotional messages as the other two segments. 
They are more "sense-oriented." Therefore, the good feeUng of soft and smooth hair 
or the fragrance should be emphasized. For example. Balsam can relate one or two 
specific attributes of its shampoo which can make hair soft. Jn addition, the fragrance 
should further enhance this feeling. Second, the media chosen should focus on the 
mentioned themes, which create a youthful and modem environment for the Female 
Sensory segment. Since this segment is less involved, they tend to passively receive 
information from TV commercials rather than actively study information from print 
advertisements. Therefore, it is logical to use a larger proportion o fTV commercials 
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than print advertisements. For print advertisements, Wella can consider fashion 
magazines, e.g.，EJ|e and Cosmopolitan, which can enhance the professional image. 
Third, as the depth-of-sell is more superficial, the TV commercials can be shorter but 
with higher frequency to increase awareness. Fourth, female actresses are suggested 
as spokespersons in the commercials, as the target group are mostly females. In 
addition, oriental or local actresses should be used, which implies that the shampoo 
and conditioner formulas are tailor-made for oriental hair types. Wella's use of foreign 
models in the past did not serve this purpose well. 
To increase product trial, several methods can be used. The most popular way 
is sampling. Small packs of shampoos and conditioners can be distributed at busy 
MTR exits, e.g.. Central and Tsimshatsui. As many of the targets are working women, 
it is logical to reach them at MTR exits before ofiBce hours. Couponing and premium 
packs are other ways to induce trial. Without carefiil monitoring, these kinds of price 
promotions would associate the products with a low quality image. Of course, 
occasional discounts, couponing, or premium packs can be used as incentives for loyal 
customers, which wiU increase repeat purchases. 
If possible, display racks, display stands, and posters should be placed in the 
supermarkets and drugstores to attract attention. 
A new trend for presenting product information is through the Internet. Of 
course, consumers would not buy shampoos and conditioners from the Internet. 
However, as people spend more time on the Internet, especially the younger 
generation, Wella can consider designing a web page which educates consumers on the 
different types of hair, how to select appropriate shampoos and conditioners, how to 
protect hair and scalp from the humid and dirty environment, how to prevent dandruff， 
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etc. Maintaining a web page is not very expensive, but it can enhance the professional 
and advanced image of the relaunched Wella Balsam. To cope with this, the website 
address should appear on product packages, free samples, posters, display racks, etc. 
Personal selling to retailers is also important to ensure that enough stock is 
placed in the stores with better-positioned shetf space. Therefore, size and quality of 
the sales force are critical as well. 
Publicity is another way to build the brand equity. Occasional pubUc events， 
e.g.，hair styling competition, and sponsoring of sports events and concerts, can be 
used to generate publicity and enhance the brand image. 
Evaluation Plans 
Every marketing program should be evaluated. WeUa should periodically 
evaluate the awareness, penetration rate, and increase in market share against the 
marketing objectives to see if changes in marketing activities are necessary. 
Of course, Wella can also occasionally conduct surveys to check awareness, 
attitudes, and purchase intentions towards WeUa Balsam. However, it may be too 
costly to do so. WeUa can conduct focus groups, finding interviewees from the target 
segment, to analyze the mentioned issues. Although the information coUected from 
focus groups may not be generalizable to the entire population, insights can still be 
found which are important to avoid making incorrect marketing decisions. 
A lower cost way to conduct research is to attach short surveys to the 
products. Users are requested to fiU in and retum the questionnaires in exchange for 
free samples of other hair care products or lucky draw entry. Questions related to 
advertising awareness, distribution channels, or usage frequency can be asked. 
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Another way to monitor the relaunch is to use couponing. Again, couponing 
should not be used immediately after the relaunch for the sake of monitoring purchase 
habits. However, the redemption of coupons can give an estimation of repeat 
purchase, which reflects brand loyalty. Cautious interpretation is necessary, as 
discounts from coupons would boost the repurchase rate. 
Other than evaluating the relaunch intemalIy, extemaI evaluation is important 
as weU. This is to see ifany defensive actions are taken by the close competitors, e.g., 
change in promotional themes which would dilute the effect ofBalsam's relaunch, and 
discounts or premium packs to deter trial ofBalsam's products. 
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CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Wella Balsam has not changed its product formula, packaging, or 
advertisements for more than 15 years. However, since it is facing intense 
competition, it should relaunch its products. To re-establish brand awareness and to 
increase market share, a younger and modem image has to be developed for the 
relaunch. 
To cope with the established professional and quaUty image of Balsam, the 
Female Sensory segment should be targeted. This segment looks for softness and 
smoothness ofhair and enjoys the fragrance of shampoos. This group does not use 2-
in-1 shampoos, which means that it is wiUing to work for better hair quahty, regardless 
ofthe inconvenience. Balsam can associate its quality products to the softness ofhair. 
The fragrance of the shampoos should help enhance this feeUng. AU the 
communications should be closely related to these themes. 
WeUa Balsam should have an extensive product Une to create a professional 
image, though the product items should be launched phase by phase. The pricing can 
be higher than average, but still competitive with competitors such as Vidal Sassoon 
and Nouriche. TV commercials are the key to increase awareness and establish a new 
and younger image for the relaunched Balsam. Existing distribution channels can be 
used, but larger and better shetfspace is needed. 
• 
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Though the segmentation exercise gives insights about what benefits each 
segment is looking for and describes the demographic, psychographic, and 
behavioristic characteristics of the segments, further investigation is necessary before 
details of the marketing activities can be specified. 
Although the Female Sensory segment enjoys the fragrance of shampoos, this 
research did not determine for what kind of fragrance it is looking. For example, an 
acidic smell may give a clean and refreshing feeling, while a flowery fragrance or sweet 
smell may a give nourishing and soft feeling. Therefore, the fragrance of the 
relaunched shampoo should undergo product concept testing to tap the feelings ofthe 
users to see if they match the themes. 
Different settings ofthe advertisements may create totaUy different images for 
the viewers. The Female Sensory segment may enjoy the fragrance in a private and 
personal environment. Therefore, the commercial may show an individual enjoying the 
fragrance while shampooing. However, the good smell can also be appreciated by the 
individual's close friends or relatives, e.g., boyfriend or husband. Then the setting is 
less individual. Further analysis is necessary to better understand the kind of setting 
which is most suitable to the fragrance issue. 
After the relaunch of the shampoos and conditioners of Balsam, Wella can 
consider whether other hair care products (e.g., oil treatment, spray, gel，mousse, and 
hair setting equipment) should be advertised to continuously enhance its professional 
image. In addition, classes related to hair and scalp treatment can be offered to further 
educate the more involved consumers. 
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APPENDIX 10 
TOOTHPASTE MARKET SEGMENT DESCFOPTION 
The Sensory TheSodable The Worrier The 
Segment Segment Segment Independent 
Segment 
Principal benefit Flavor, product Brightness of Decay Price 
sought appearance teeth prevention 
Demographic Children Teens, young Large famiHes Men 
strengths people 




Brands Colgate, Stripe Macleans, Crest Brands on sale 
disproportionately Plus White, 
favored Ultra Brite 
Personality ~"High self- H i ^ High High autonomy 
characteristics involvement sociabiUty hypodiondriasis 
Life-style Hedonistic“ Active Conservative Value-oriented 
characteristics 
Source: Haley, R.I. "Benefit Segmentation: A Decision-Oriented Research Tool." 
Journal ofMarketing 32 (July 1968): 33. 
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APPENDIX 10 
SHAMPOO BRANDS, TYPES, AND VOLUMES 
Brand Type Volume Remarks 
~ R e j o i c e ~ (P&G) All are 2-
in-1 shampoos 
一 Normal hair — 400 / 750 ml 
— D r y hair 400 / 750 ml 
—Oi ly hair 400 / 750 ml “ 
Normal to dry hair 400 / 750 ml Anti-dandmff 
formula 
Normal to oily hair 400 / 750 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
~ P a n t e n e (P&G) All are 2-
in-1 shampoos 
—Normal hair 400 / 750 ml 
— D r y hair 400 / 750 ml 
— O i l y hair 400 / 750 ml 
~ Split-end / damaged hair 400 / 750 ml 
—Permed hair 400 / 750 ml 
一 Scalp care formula 400 / 750 ml 
Normal / permed hair 400 ml Conditioner 
^ ^ (P&G) 
Sassoon 
Shampoo - dry / permed hair 400 / 1000 ml 
Shampoo - normal hair 400 / 1000 ml 
Conditioner - dry / permed “ 400 / 1000 m l ~ 
hm 
Conditioner - normal hair 400 / 1000 ml 
Treatment 200 ml 
Ultra care - normal hair 384 ml AU-in-one 
shampoo 
Ultra care - dry / permed 384 ml All-in-one 
hair shampoo 
“ H ^ ； ^ mG) 
Shoulders 
Shampoo - all hair types 400 / 750 ml 
—Menthol Shampoo 400 / 750 ml 
2-in-l Shampoo 400 / 750 ml 2-in-l shampoo 
Stasia (Kao) All are 2-
in-1 shampoos 
Shampoo - dry / permed hair 400 / 750 ml 
Shampoo - normal hair 400 / 750 ml 
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Brand Type Volume Remarks 
Merit 一 (Kao) 
Shampoo 400 / 800 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
Conditioner “ 400 / 800 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
Sifone “ (Kao) 
Shampoo - normal to oily 200 / 400 / 750 ml 
hair 
— S h a m p o o - dry / permed hair 200 / 400 / 750 ml 
Shampoo - normal hair 200 / 400 / 750 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
Shampoo - dry hair 200 / 400 / 750 ml"""^Anti-dandruff~ 
formula 
Conditioner - normal hair 300 gm 
Conditioner • permed, dry 300 gm 
hair 
Rlmsy QCao) 
Mild Shampoo - normal / 200 / 400 ml 
oilyhair 
Mild Shampoo - dry / 200 / 400 ml 
permed hair 
Mild Conditioner - normal / 200 / 400 ml 
oily hair 
Mild Conditioner - dry / 200 / 400 ml 
permed hair 
Extra care treatment 100 ml 
Feather QCao) 
Fresh & Clean Shampoo 450 ml 
Soft & Clean Shampoo 450 ml 
Creme Conditioner 450 ml 
Essential — (Kao) 
Natural styUng type 400 / 750 ml 
shampoo 
Natural styUng type 400 / 750 ml 
conditioner 
Treatment type shampoo 400 / 750 ml 
Treatment type conditioner 400 / 750 ml 
LUX AU are 2-in-1 
shampoos 
—Normal 400 ml 
Dry hair 400 ml 
Permed / damaged hair 400 ml 
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Brand Type Volume Remarks 
Optima O^abiolive) AU 
are 2-in-l 
shampoos 
No. 1 Light conditioning 200 / 400 / 750 m T 
No.2 Medium conditioning 200 / 400 / 750 ml 
一 No.3 Maximum conditioning ~ 0 0 / 400 / 750 ml 
No. 1 Light conditioning 200 / 400 / 750 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
No.2 Medium conditioning“ 200 / 400 / 750 ml Anti-dandmfif 
formula 
No.3 Maximum conditioning 200 / 400 / 750 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
“ _ Ultra mild 200 / 400 / 750 ml “ — 
Nouriche Q^aimolive) 
Shampoo - normal hair 400 ml 
Shampoo - dry / permed hair 400 ml 
Shampoo - extra body (fine 400 ml 
hair) 
Shampoo - fine / oily hair 400 ml 
Conditioner - natural, 200 ml 
untreated hair 
Conditioner - extra care, dry 200 ml 
& permed hair 
Naturals g^abnolive) 
Aloe Vera Shampoo- normal 400 ml 
hak 
Jojoba Shampoo - dry hair 400 ml 
Camomile Shampoo - oily 400 ml 
hak 
Aloe Vera Conditioner - 400 ml 
normal hair 
Jojoba Conditioner - dry hair 400 ml 
Camomile Conditioner - oily 400 ml 
h ^ 
Johnson's (Johnson & 
Baby Johnson) 
Baby Shampoo 200 / 400 / 600 n ^ 
Baby Conditioner 400 ml 
Johnson's (Johnson & 
Johnson) 
Mickey Mouse Shampoo 400 ml 
Minnie Mouse Conditioning 400 ml 
Shampoo 
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Brand Type Volume Remarks 
~L，oreal / ~ (L'oreal) 
Elseve 
Protein Shampoo - very dry/ 400 / 750 ml 
damaged hair 
Massoia Shampoo - dry 400 / 750 ml 
coarse hair 
Vitamins Shampoo - normal 400 / 750 ml 
1 ^ 
Multivitamins - normal hair 400 / 750 ml 2-in-l shampoo 
Protein Conditioner 200 ml 
Massoia Conditioner 200 ml 
Vitamins Conditioner 200 ml 
Protein Hair Treatment 200 ml 
Massoia Hair Treatment 200 ml 
Vitamins Hair Treatment 200 ml 
WeUa Wash OVella) 
& Care 
Dry / damaged hair 375 ml 
~ " ^ ^ ~ (WeUa) 
Balsam 
Shampoo - normal hair 375 ml 
Conditioner - normal hair 375 ml 
Anti-dandmff shampoo 375 ml 
WeUazid 一 QVella) 
Shampoo - normal hair 375 ml 
Conditioner - normal hair 375 ml 
_ _ ^ _ (WeUa) 
Neopon 
Herbal Shampoo - normal 400 ml 
hdr 
Egg Shampoo - damaged 400 ml 
h ^ 
SUk Protein Shampoo - dry 400 ml 
h ^ 
WeUa Sunny Mild Shampoo 375 ml O^eUa) 
Drop 
Flex ff^evlon) 
Shampoo - normal to dry 443 ml 
Shampoo - dry / damaged 443 ml 
Shampoo - extra body 443 ml 
Conditioner - regular 443 ml 
Conditioner - dry / damaged 443 ml 
Conditioner - extra body 443 ml 
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Brand Type Volume Remarks 
Outrageous (Revlon) 
Daily Beautifying Shampoo - 450 ml 
normal hair 
Moisture Rich Shampoo - 450 ml 
dry, permed, color treated 
ha^ 
Daily Beautifying 450 ml 
Conditioner - normal hair 
Moisture Rich Conditioner - 450 ml 
dry, permed, color treated \^ 
ZPII Formula Shampoo 400 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
Neutrogena (Johnson & 
Johnson) 
Shampoo - extra mild 177 ml 
formula 
Shampoo - moisturizing 177 ml 
formula, for permed / color 
treated hair 
Conditioner - detangUng 177 ml 
formula 
Conditioner - revitalizing 177 ml 
formula for permed / color 
treated hair 
Finesse (Helene Curtis) 
Extra Mild Shampoo 200 ml 2-in-l shampoo 
Glossing Shampoo 200 ml 2-in-l shampoo 
Extra Protection Shampoo 200 ml 2-in-l shampoo 
Dry / Damaged Hair 250 ml 
Shampoo 
Permed / Colored Hair 250 ml 
Shampoo 
Frequent Use Shampoo 250 ml 
AIbertoVOS (Alberto) 
Shampoo - ail hair types 350 ml 
Shampoo - dry/damaged hair 350 ml 
Schwarzkopf Batiste Dry Shampoo - 150 ml (Schwarzkopf) 
greatly duU / Ufeless hair Dry shampoo 
Gliss (Schworzkopf) 
Corimist 
Shampoo - permed / colored 250 ml 
hair 
Conditioner - dry, damaged / 250 ml 
hair styled hair 
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Brand Type Volume Remarks 
Salon (Helene Curtis) 
Selectivc 
3 - Gentle Shampoo 59 / 444 ml 一 
4 • Extra Moisturizing 59 / 444 ml 
Shampoo 
5 - Regular Shampoo 59 / 444 ml 
6 - Extra Body Shampoo 59 / 444 ml 
7 - Deep Shampoo 59 / 444 ml 
M - Moisturizing Shampoo 59 / 444 ml 
P - Protective Shampoo 59/444ml 
B - Body Shampoo 59/444ml 
KMS 
Deep Cleansing Shampoo - 237 ml 
limp & oily hair 
Moisturizing Shampoo - dry 237 ml 
1 ^ 
Selsun Blue All are 2-in-l 
shampoos 
Medicated - normal hair 207 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
Medicated - dry hair 207 ml Anti-dandrufF 
formula 
Medicated - oily hair 207 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
Extra Conditioning - 3 in 1 207 ml 3-in-l shampoo 
Sdsun Gold Complete Shampoo & 207 ml 2-in-l formula 
Conditioner in 1 for females 
Timotei 
Shampoo - normal / dry hair 375 / 750 ml 
一 Conditioner 375 / 750 ml 
SebaMed~ 
Shampoo - oily & scah) hair 200 / 250 ml 
Shampoo - dry & brittle hair 400 ml 
Hair Repair Conditioner 200 ml 
Hair Repair 
Hair Thickening Shampoo 354 ml 
Hair Conditioning 354 ml 
Treatment 
Cttssons 
Baby Shampoo 400 ml 
Salitar — Z Z Z Z Z Z Z I Z I 
Medicated Shampoo - 237 ml 
dandmff’ scalp, itching 
problems 
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Brand Type Volume Remarks 
Sebitar Scalp Cleansing 250 ml 
Treatment 
Potytar Shampoo 150 ml 
Liquid 
Freeman 
Botanical Apple Nectar 473 ml 
Shampoo - thickening 
formula 
Hawaiian Ginger 473 ml 
Shampoo - ultra body & 
shine 
Hair Therapy Shampoo - 473 ml 
dry / damaged hair 
Apple Nectar 473 ml 
Conditioning - thickening 
formula 
Hawaiian Mango 473 ml 
Conditioner - ultra body 
& shine 
Hir Humectant - dry / 473 ml 
damaged hair 
Hairdressers 
Moisture Balancing 375 ml 
Shampoo - dry / damaged 
to 
Conditioning Shampoo - 375 ml 
normal to dry & 
chemicaUy treated hair 
Extra Body Shampoo - 375 ml 
fine, thin, iimp & oily hair 
Extra Body Building 375 ml 
Shampoo - fine to normal [ ^ 





Normal to dry hair 400 ml 
Normal to oily hair 400 ml 
—Anti-dandruff 400 ml 
Leave in conditioning 200 ml 
treatment 
I One-minute treatment 30 / 150 ml 
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Brand Type 一 Volume Remarks 
Shurei 
Split-ends Care Shampoo 300 ml 
SpUt-ends Care Conditioner 300 ml 
Treatment 300 ml 
Nivea 
Gentle Shampoo — 250 ml 
Moisturizing Conditioner 250 ml 
jole All are 3-in-1 
shampoos 
~ Normal to oily hair 400 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
“ Normal to dry hair 400 ml Anti-dandruff 
formula 
Protein rich formula w i t h ~ 400 ml 
UV Protection - normal 
1 ^ 
Protein rich formula with 400 ml 
UV Protection - dry hair 
Protein rich formula with 400 ml 
UV Protection - oily hair 
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APPENDIX 10 
IN-DEPTH E^mERVmW SUMMARY 
Date: June 15, 1996 
Duration: One and a halfhours 
Interviewee: Managing Director of a hair salon in Central 
There are two major categories of shampoo, for scalp or for hair. Both 
categories are further sub-divided into four types: for oily hair, normal hair, damaged 
hair, and insufficient nutrition hair. 
Shampoo for Scalp / Hair 
I 1 1 1 
Oily Scalp/Hair Normal Scalp/Hair Damaged Scalp/Hair Insufficient Nutrition Hair 
-Sensitive 一 Long hair -Heritage -Protein 




一 Thin hair 
Selection criteria Salon: price, supply stability, and brand confidence 
Customers: professional image, environmentally 
friendly 
Shampoo frequency of customers UsuaUy daily and even twice a day due to 
increasingly poUuted environment. 
Causes ofdandruff Germs and bad health. The side effect is loss of 
hair. 
Alkaline and acidic shampoos Shampoos are usuaUy alkaline, which clean hair 
better. Acidic shampoos or rinses can help 
balance the pH value. 
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APPENDIX 10 
nM-DEPTH ESTTERVEEW SUMMARY 
^ a t e June 8, 1996 June 13，1996 一 
Duration 一 One hour One and a halfhours 
Interviewee Technician in Manager in credit card 
telecommunications industry marketing industry 
Sex Male Female 
Brands currently using LUX, Flex, Sifone, Selsun Vidal Sassoon and Rejoice 
Blue, Rejoice 
Selection criteria Acceptable rather than optimal Brand name, brand image, 
and brands on sale fragrance，convenience 
Use of2-in-l shampoo Do not use 2-in-l shampoos Use on weekdays for 
because they cannot clean hair convenience 
effectively 
Purchaser ofshamp^ Other family members Other family members 
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APPENDIX 10 
FOCUS GROUP INTERVEEW SUMMARY 
(MALE GROUP) 
Date: May 18, 1996 
Duration: Two hours 
No. ofinterviewees: Four 
Results of Questionnaire* 
Interviewee 1 Interviewee 2 Interviewee 3 Interviewee 4 
Benefits sought Cleans hair Keeps hair soft QuaUty, Word-of-
efifectively, reasonable mouth, brand 
convenient to price, brand name, 
buy, reasonable name reasonable 
price price 
Shampoo Daily Daily Daily 3 ^ times per 
frequency week 
Any hairproblem? No Dandruff ^ No 
Shampoo brand(s) WeUa Rejoice Pantene Pantene, 
currendy used Sifone, Vidal 
Sassoon 
» A short questionnaire was distributed and fiUed out individuaUy before the group 
discussion commenced. 
Results of group discussion 
Brand awareness Rejoice, Vidal Sassoon, Pantene, Sifone, Selsun Blue, Merit, Head & 
(unaided recaU) Shoulders 
Ad awareness Rqoice (Michael Chang), Sifone (Vivian Chow), Merit (model 
(unaided recalQ dresses in both black and white) 
Benefits sought Cleanliness, body building, refreshing feeUng, convenience, softness, 




FOCUS GROUP EVTTERVffiW SUMMARY 
(FEMALE GROUP) 
Date: May 18, 1996 
Duration: Two hours 
No. ofinterviewees: Three 
Results of Questionnaire* 
Interviewee 1 Interviewee 2 Interviewee 4 
Benefits sought Natural Keeps hair Keeps hair soft, 
ingredients, nourished, quaUty convenience, 
reasonable price, prevents split 
brand name ends 
Shampoo frequency 1-2 times per Daily 3 ^ times per 
week week 
Any hair proNem? No No Split ends 
Shampoo brand(s) Nu Skin Zotos, Redken, Nouriche, 
currently used Vidal Sassoon Rejoice, L'oreal 
丰 A short questionnaire was distributed and fiUed out individuaUy before the group 
discus^on commenced. 
Results of group discussion 
Brand awareness Nouriche, Rejoice, Pantene, Vidal Sassoon, PahnoUve, Zotos, 
(unaided recaU) Redken, KHss, Nu Skin 
Ad. awareness Rejoice (Michael Chang), Sifone (Vivian Chow), Pantene (shows hair 
(unaided recaU) without spiit-ends), Vidal Sassoon (models and hair styUst) 
Benefits sought Softness, smoothness, reasonable price, convenience, removes grease 




(PmOT T E S ^ G ) 
Hello, I am a postgraduate student at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am 
now conducting a study on shampoos. Please spend a little time to complete the 
following telephone interview. 
51. In the past two weeks, have you ever used shampoo to wash your hair? (not 
including shampoo at hair salon) 
Yes - Continue to S2 No - End ofInterview 
52. Would you take part in influencing / making the decision on which shampoo 
brand to buy ？ 
Yes - Continue to S3 No - End ofInterview 
53. Are you aged between 15 - 59? 
Yes - Continue to U1 No - End ofLiterview 
U1. Please teU me the shampoo brand you are now using. If more than 1 brand, 
please teU me the one you use most frequently first. 
U2. Please teU me the type(s) of the shampoo(s). 
For normal hair 1 For permed / damaged hair 4 
For oily hair 2 For colored hair 5 
For dry hair 3 For anti-dandruff 6 
U3 • Please teU me the size / volume of the shampoo(s). 
SmaU - travel pack / less than or equal to 200 ml 1 
Medium - bottle / around 400 ml 2 
Large - family size / with pump / around 750 ml 3 
U4. After the interview, check ifthe brcmd(s) is/are 2-irt-l shampoo(s). 
Yes 1 No 2 
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“ U1 (Brand) U2 (Type) U3 (Su:e / Volume) U4 (2-in-l) 
U5. How frequently do you shampoo your hair ？ 
2 times or more each day 
Daily — 
times a week 
U6. Do you use conditioner after you shampoo your hair ？ 
Definitely _ (continue to U7) Seldom _ (continue to 
U7) — 
Most of the time _ (continue to U7) Definitely do not _ (to B1) 
U7. What is the brand of the conditioner ？ 
Same as shampoo Others 
Please teU me whether you agree with the foUowing statements. When you answer the 
foUowing questions, please consider the shampoo brand that you use most frequently. 
1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = No Opinion, 4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree 
(6 = Don't know) 
The shampoo brand that you use most frequently can: 
B1. clean hair effectively B8. prevent loss ofhair 
B2. keep hair smooth _ B9. prevent spUt-ends _ 
B3. keep hair shiny — B10. prevent itchy — 
B4. keephairsoft B11. keep hair nourishing 
B5. make hair bouncy B12. keep scalp healthy 
B6. help remove grease — B13. keep hair cool — 
B7. prevent dandrufif B14. balance the pH value 
B15. The price of shampoo that you use most frequently is cheap. 
B16. You Uke the design of the package. 
B17. The shampoo brand that you use most frequently is packaged 
for easy usage. 
B18. You Uke the shampoo，s fragrance. 
B19. You Uke the color of the shampoo. — 
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Please give your opinion about shampoos in general, not for a particular brand. 
1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 二 No Opinion, 4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree 
B20. You can have a refreshing feeHng after shampooing. 
B21. You enjoy the fragrance of shampoo when you are washing your hair. 
B22. You like the shampoo's fragrance to stay on your hair after shampooing. 
B23. Shampooing your hair can help you relax. 
The following statements are describing you or your Ufe in general. Please state the 
degree to which you agree or disagree with the statements. 
p 1. You have a professional image. 
P2. You are very stylish. 
P3. You are very trendy. 
P4. You have an elegant image. 
P5. You are an environmentally friendly person. _ _ 
P6. You are sociable and have many friends. 
P7. Your job is physically demanding. 
P8. You play sports or do exercises very often. 
P9. You wUl make use of your spare time to rest at home. 
P10. Your interests / hobbies are of quiet type. 
Please give me some of your personal details. 
D1. Family Size (including the respondent) 
D2. Marital Status 
Single 1 Separated / Divorced 3 
Married 2 Widowed 4 — 
D3. Age (Report the respondent's age. tf the respondent refuses to 
reply, let the respondent choose from one of the foUowing categories.) 
15-19 _ 20-24 _ _ 25-29 — 30-34 — 35-39 — 




D5 Average Personal Monthly Income (HKD) 
Below 5,000 _ 5,000 - 8,999 一 9,000 - 12,999 一 
13,000 - 16,999 ~ 17,000 - 20,999 ~ 21,000 - 24,999 一 
25,000 - 28,999 ~ 29,000 - 32,999 ~ 33,000 - 36,999 _ _ 
37,000 - 40,999 ~ 41,000 or above 二 
D6. Record the Sex Male Female 






有--繼續至$2. 沒有 - -訪問結束 
52.你有無份影饗或決定購買邊隻牌子既洗頭水？ 
有一繼續至33 . 沒有 - -訪問結束 
5 3 . 你 是 否 介 乎 1 5 至 5 9 歲 ？ 
是一繼續至⑴ . 否 - -訪問結束 
U1.請你講出你現正選用既洗頭水牌子，如多過一隻，請先講出你最常用既一 
隻。 
U 2 . 請 講 出 呢 隻 ( 0 ) 洗 頭 水 既 種 類 。 
一般髮質使用.....1 電费髮質/受損髮質使用.....4 
油性髮質使用.....2 染色頭髮使用 5 
乾性髮質使用.....3 去頭皮洗頭水 6 
U 3 . 請 講 出 呢 隻 ( 0 ) 洗 頭 水 既 大 細 或 份 量 。 
細 - - 旅 行 裝 / <200ml 1 
中 - -樓裝 /大約 4 0 0 m l 2 
大 - -家庭裝 /有栗 /約 7 5 0 ^ 1 . . . 3 
U 4 . ( 於 訪 問 結 束 後 塡 上 以 上 之 洗 頭 水 是 否 2 合 1 洗 頭 水 。 ） 





每 週 _ 次 
U6.你洗頭後會晤會用護髮素呢？ 
一定會—（繼續至0 7 . ) 很少 (繼續至^7.) 
多數會一（繼續至1 ’7 . ) 一 定 晤 會 一 ( 跳 至 8 1 . ) 
U 7 . 隻 護 髮 素 係 邊 隻 牌 子 呢 ？ 
與洗頭水牌子一樣— 其他 
請你講出你同晤同意以下既句子。你考慮既時候，請以你最常吊既洗頭水牌子 
作準。1代表非常同意’ 2 代 表 同 意 ， 3 代 表 無 意 見 ’ 4 代 表 不 同 意 ， 5 代 表 非 常 不 
同意，（6代表不知道）。 
你最常用既洗頭水牌子可以： 
B1. 有 效 淸 潔 頭 髮 — B 8 . 防 止 脫 髮 — 
B2. 令頭髮順滑 — B 9 . 防 止 開 叉 一 
B3. 令頭髮亮澤 一__ B 1 0 . 防 止 頭 痕 — 
B4. 令頭髮柔軟 — B 1 1 . 保 持 頭 髮 滋 潤 — 
B5. 令 頭 髮 富 彈 性 — B 1 2 . 保 持 頭 皮 健 康 — 
B6. 有助去油腻 — B 1 3 . 令 頭 髮 淸 爽 — 
B7. 防止頭皮 — B 1 4 . 中 和 頭 髮 酸 驗 度 — 
B 1 5 . 你 最 常 用 既 洗 頭 水 係 價 錢 便 宜 一 
B16.你鐘意它既包裝設計 一 
B 1 7 . 你 最 常 用 既 洗 頭 水 設 計 容 易 使 用 一 
B l 8 . 你 鐘 意 隻 洗 頭 水 既 氣 味 _ 
B 1 9 . 你 鐘 意 隻 洗 頭 水 既 顏 色 — 
請講出你對洗頭水既一0意見，並非指定某一牌子° 1代表非常同意，2代表同 
意 ’ 3 代 表 無 意 見 ， 4 代 表 不 同 意 ， 5 代 表 非 常 不 同 意 。 
B 2 0 . 係 洗 頭 之 後 你 會 有 淸 新 既 感 覺 一 
B 2 1 . 係 洗 頭 時 你 會 享 受 洗 頭 水 既 氣 味 ―一 
B 2 2 . 你 鐘 意 洗 頭 水 既 氣 味 係 洗 頭 之 後 依 然 留 在 頭 髮 上 一 
B 2 3 . 洗 頭 能 有 助 你 鬆 驰 神 經 一一 
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以下既句子係形容緊你或你既生活。請講出你同意或晤同意既程度。 
P1 . 你有一個專業既形象。 _ _ _ 
P2. 你非常有型。 = 
P3. 你非常時尙，追上潮流。 = 
P4. 你有一個很優雅既形象。 _ _ 
P5 • 你係一個很環保既人。 — 
P6. 你社交生活豐富，有很多朋友。 — 
P7. 你既工作需要付出很多體力。 — 
P8 . 你經常做運動。 一 
P9 . 你會利用空餘時間留在家中休息。 — 
P10.你、既興趣/嗜好都係比較靜態 。 — 
請講出一0你既個人資料。 、 
D1. 家庭人數（包括被訪者自己） — 
D2. 婚姻狀況 
單身 1 分居 /離異 3 
已婚 2 喪偶 4 
D3. 年齡—（紀錄被訪者年齡。若被訪者拒絕回答’請被訪者於以下介別 
中選出適當之年齡介別。） 
15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 




少於5，000 一 5,000-8,999 一 9,000-12,999 一 
13,000-16,999 一 17,000-20,999 _ _ 21,000-24,999 一 
25,000-28,999 29,000-32,999 33,000-36,999 _ _ 
37,000-40,999 41，000或以上 
D6. 性別紀錄 






Hello, I am a postgraduate student at The Chinese University of Hong Kong. I am 
now conducting a study on shampoos. Please spend a little time to complete the 
following telephone interview. 
51. hi the past two weeks, have you ever used shampoo to wash your hair? (not 
including shampoo at hair salon) 
Yes - Continue to S2 No - End ofInterview 
52. Do you take part in influencing / making the decision on which shampoo brand to 
buy? 
Yes - Continue to S3 No - End oftoerview 
53. Are you between 15 and 59 years old? 
Yes - Continue to U1 No - End ofInterview 
U1. Please teU me the shampoo brand you are now using, tf more than one brand, 
please teU me the one you use most frequently first. 
U2. Please teU me the type(s) of the shampoo(s). 
For normal hair 1 For permed / damaged hair 4 
For oily hair 2 For colored hair 5 
For dry hair 3 For antiniandruff. 6 
U3. Please teU me the size / volume of the shampoo(s). 
Small - travel pack / less than or equal to 200 ml 1 
Medium - plastic bottle / around 400 ml 2 
Large - family size / with pump / around 750 ml 3 
U4. After the interview, check ifthe brcmd(s) is/are 2-in-l shampoo(s). 
Yes 1 No 2 
« 
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- U1 (Brand) U2 (Type) U3 (Size / Volume) U4 ( 2 - i n - ~ 
U5. How frequently do you shampoo your hair ？ 
2 or more times each day 
Daily — 
times a week 
U6. Do you use conditioner after you shampoo your hair ？ 
Definitely (continue to U7) Seldom (continue to 
U7) — 
Most of the time (continue to U7) Definitely do not (to B1) 
U7. What is the brand of the conditioner ？ 
Same as shampoo Others 
Please teU me whether you agree with the foUowing statements. When you answer the 
foUowing questions, please consider the shampoo brand which you use most 
frequently. 
1 二 Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 二 No Opinion, 4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree 
(6 = Don't know) 
The shampoo brand that you use most frequently: 
B1. cleans hair efifectively B8. prevents loss ofhair — 
B2. keeps hair smooth B9. prevents spUt-ends — 
B3. keeps hair shiny 二 B10. prevents itchiness — 
B4. keeps hair soft B11. keeps hair nourished 
B5. makes hair bouncy B12. keeps scalp healthy — 
B6. helps remove grease — B13. keeps hair cool — 
B7. prevents dandrufif 二 B14. balances the pH value — 
B15. The price of shampoo that you use most frequently is cheap. 
B16. You Uke the design of the package. 
B17. The shampoo brand that you use most frequently is packaged 
for easy usage. 
B18. You Uke the shampoo's fragrance. 
B19. You Uke the color of the shampoo. 
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Please give your opinion about shampoos in general, not any particular brand. 
1 = Strongly Agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = No Opinion, 4 = Disagree, 5 = Strongly Disagree 
B20. You have a refreshing feeling after shampooing. 
B21. You enjoy the fragrance of the shampoo when you are washing your hair. 
B22. You like the shampoo's fragrance to stay on your hair after shampooing. 
B23. Shampooing your hair helps you to relax. 
The following statements describe you or your life in general. Please state the degree 
to which you agree or disagree with the statements. 
P1. You have a professional image. 
P2. You are styUsh. 
P3. You are trendy. 
P4. You have an elegant image. 
P5. You are an environmentaUy friendly person. 
P6. You are sociable and have many friends. 
P7. On average, how much spare time do you have in a week? hours 
P8. How much spare time do you spend on physicaUy 
demanding activities / sports? hours 
Please give me some of your personal details. 
D1. Family Size (including yoursetf) 
D2. Marital Status 
Single 1 Separated / Divorced 3 
Married 2 Widowed 4 — 
D3. Age (Report the respondent's age. If the respondent refuses to 
reply, let the respondent choose from one of the foUowing categories.) 
15-19 _ 20-24 — 25-29 — 30-34 — 35-39 — 




D5. Average Personal Monthly Income (HKD) 
Below 5,000 _ 5,000 - 9,999 一 10,000 - 14,999 一 
15,000 - 19,999 二 20,000 - 24,999 二 25,000 - 29,999 一 
30,000 - 34,999 二 35,000 -39,999 ~ 40,000 or above 一 
D6. Sex 
Male Female 









5 3 . 你 是 否 介 乎 1 5 至 5 9 歲 ？ 
是一繼續至U L 否一訪問結束 
U1.請你講出你現正選用既洗頭水牌子，如多過一隻，請先講出你最常用既一 
隻。 
U 2 . 請 講 出 呢 隻 ( 0 ) 洗 頭 水 既 種 類 。 
一般髮質使用.....1 電责髮質/受損髮質使用.....4 
油性髮質使用 2 染色頭髮使用 5 
乾性髮質使用 3 去頭皮洗頭水 6 
U 3 . 請 講 出 呢 隻 ( 0 ) 洗 頭 水 既 大 細 或 份 量 。 
細 - - 旅 行 裝 / <200nil 1 
中 - -樽裝 /大約 4卯爪 1 2 
大 - -家庭裝 /有粟 /約 7 5 Q m l . . . 3 
U 4 . ( 於 訪 問 結 束 後 塡 上 以 上 之 洗 頭 水 是 否 2 合 1 洗 頭 水 。 ） 
01.(牌子） 。2.(種類） 口3.(大細/份量） 卩4.(2合1) 
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U 5 . 你 大 約 隔 幾 耐 會 洗 頭 呢 ？ 
每天兩次或以上 
每天一次 — _ _ 
每 週 _ _ 次 
U6.丨5^;先頭後會晤會用護髮素呢？ 
一定會一（繼續至^了.） 根少 (：繼續至口.） 
多數會一 (繼續至。 7 . ) 一定晤會—（就至8丨.) 
U 7 . 隻 護 髮 素 係 邊 隻 牌 子 呢 ？ 
與洗頭水腾子一樣— 其他 
請你講出你同晤同意以下既句子。你考慮既時候，請以你最常宅既；先頭水牌子 
作準。1代表非常同意’ 2 代 表 同 意 ， 3 代 表 無 意 見 ， 4 代 表 不 同 意 ， 5 代 表 非 常 不 
同意，（6代表不知道）。 
你最常用既洗頭水牌子可以： 
B1. 有效淸潔頭髮 — B 8 . 防 止 脫 髮 — 
B2. 令頭髮順滑 — B 9 . 防 止 開 叉 — 
B3. 令頭髮亮澤 — B l O . 防 止 頭 痕 — 
B4. 令頭髮柔軟 — B 1 1 . 保 持 頭 髮 滋 潤 — 
B5. 令頭髮富彈性 — B 1 2 . 保 持 頭 皮 健 康 — 
B6. 有助去油腻 — B l 3 . 令 頭 髮 淸 爽 — 
B7. 防止頭皮 — B 1 4 . 中 和 頭 髮 酸 驗 度 — 
B 1 5 . 你 最 常 用 既 洗 頭 水 係 價 錢 便 宜 — 
B 1 6 . 你 鐘 意 它 既 包 裝 設 計 — 
B 1 7 . 你 最 常 用 既 洗 頭 水 設 計 容 易 使 用 — 
B 1 8 . 你 鐘 意 隻 洗 頭 水 既 氣 味 — 
B19.你鐘意隻洗頭水既顏色 — 
請講出你對洗頭水既一0意見’並非指定某一牌子。1代表非常同意’ 2代表同 
意 ’ 3 代 表 無 意 見 ， 4 代 表 不 同 意 ’ 5 代 表 非 常 不 同 意 。 
B 2 0 . 係 洗 頭 之 後 你 會 有 淸 新 既 感 覺 — 
B 2 1 . 係 洗 頭 時 你 會 享 受 洗 頭 水 既 氣 味 — 
B 2 2 . 你 鐘 意 洗 頭 水 既 氣 味 係 洗 頭 之 後 依 然 留 在 頭 髮 上 — 
B 2 3 . 洗 頭 能 有 助 你 鬆 驰 神 經 — 
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以下既句子係形容緊你或你既生活。請講出你同意或晤同意既程度。 
P1 . 你有一個專業既形象。 _ 
P2. 你非常有型。 _ _ _ 
P3 • 你非常時尙’追上潮流。 _ _ 
P4 • 你有一個很優雅既形象。 _ _ 
P 5 . 丨 尔 係 一 健 很 環 保 既 人 。 ―― 
P6. 你社交生活豐富，有很多明友。 一 
P7. 你平均每週有多少空餘時間。 _ _ 
P8. 其中有多少空餘時間是,吊來從事消耗體力之活動？ — 
請講出一卩你既個人資料。 
D1. 家庭人數（包括被訪者自己） — 
D2. 婚姻狀況 
單身 1 分居 /離異 3 
已婚 2 喪偶 4 — 
D3. 年齡.—（紀錄被訪者年齡。若被訪者拒絕回答，請被訪者於以下介別 
中選出適當之年齡介別。） 
15-19 _ 20-24 25-29 一 30-34 35-39 




少於5，000 5,000-9,999 一 10,000-14,999 一 
15,000-19,999 20,000-24,999 25,000-29,999 一 
3 0 , 0 0 0 - 3 4 , 9 9 9 3 5 , 0 0 0 - 3 9 , 9 9 9 4 0 ， 0 0 0 或 以 上 一 
D6. 性別紀錄 





Value Value Description Coding Format 
Label 
Ula Shampoo used most 1 = Vidal Sassoon, 2 = Pantene, 3 = Rejoice, 4 
frequently = Head & Shoulders，5 = Sifone, 6 = Essential, 
7 = Optima, 8 = Nouriche, 9 = WeUa Balsam, 10 
=Johnson Baby, 11 = Selsun Blue, 12 = 
Timotei, 13 = Finesse, 14 = Brands from hair 
salon, 15 = Brands from direct selling, 16 = 
Rimsy, 17 = Shiseido, 18 = Alberto V05, 
19 = Revlon, 20 二 Others 
Ulb Shampoo used second most Same as above 
frequently 
Ulno. Total no. ofshampoos The number of shampoos that the respondent 
usuaUy used mentioned 
U2 Type ofshampoo used 1 = For normal hair, 2 = For oily hair, 3 = For 
most frequently dry hair, 4 = For permed or damaged hair, 5 = 
For colored hair, 6 = For anti-dandruff 
U3 Size ofthe shampoo used 1 = less than or equal to 200ml，2 = around 
most frequently 400ml，3 = around 750ml 
U4 The shampoo used most 1 = 2-in-l shampoo, 0 = not 2-in-l shampoo 
frequently is 2-in-l 
l05 Shampoo frequency per 1 = less than or equal to 2 times, 2 = 3 4 times, 
week 3 = 5-6 times, 4 = 7 or more times 
H 6 Usage ofconditioner after 1 = Definitely, 2 = Most of the time, 
shampoo 3 = Seldom, 4 = Definitely do not 
Tj7 Brand ofconditioner 0 = 2-in-l, 1 = Same as shampoo, 2 = Another 
brand 
^ Cleans hair effectively 1 = Strongly agree, 2 = Agree, 3 = No opinion, 
4 = Disagree，5 = Strongly Disagree，6 = Don't 
know 
B2 Keeps hair smooth Same as above 
B3 Keeps hair shiny Same as above 
B4 Keeps hair soft Same as above 
B5 Makes hair bouncy Same as above 
B6 Helps remove grease Same as above 
B7 Prevents dandruff Same as above 
B8 Prevents loss ofhair 一 Same as above 
B9 一 Prevents split-ends Same as above 
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B10 Prevents itchiness Same as above 
B11 Keeps hair nourished Same as above 
B12 Keeps scalp healthy Same as above 
B13 Keeps hair cool Same as above 
B14 Balances the pH value Same as above 
B15 The price of shampoo that Same as above 
you use most frequently is 
cheap. 
B16 You Uke the design of the Same as above 
package. 
B17 The shampoo brand that Same as above 
you use most frequently is 
packaged for easy usage. 
B18 You like the shampoo's Same as above 
fragrance. 
Bl9 You like the color of the Same as above 
shampoo. 
B20 You have a refreshing Same as above 
feeUng after shampooing. 
B21 You enjoy the fragrance of Same as above 
shampoo when you are 
washing your hair. 
B22 You like the shampoo's Same as above 
fragrance to stay on your 
hair after shampooing. 
B23 Shampooing your hair Same as above 
helps you relax. 
P1 You have a professional Same as above 
image 
P2 You are styUsh. Same as above 
P3 You are trendy. Same as above 
P4 You have an elegant image. Same as above 
P5 You are an environmentaUy Same as above 
friendly person. 
1½ You are sociable and have Same as above 
many friends. 
^ AvCTage amount of spare The amount of time the respondent mentioned 
time in a week 
"^i Amount of spare time The amount of time the respondent mentioned 
spend on physicaUy 
demanding activities / 
sports in a week 
3 i Family size (includes the The number of family members the respondent 
respondent) mentioned 
"55 Marital status 1 = Single, 2 = Married, 3 = Separated / 
Divorced, 4 = Widowed 
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"35 Age 1 = 15-19，2 二 20-24, 3 = 25-29, 4 = 30-34, 5 二 
35-39, 6 = 4044，7 = 45-49，8 = 50-54, 9 = 55-
59 
D4 Occupation 1 = Setf-employed, 2 = Director / Top 
management, 3 = Professional, 4 = 
Administrator / Executive, 5 = Skilled white 
coUar, 6 = Unskilled white collar, 7 = Skilled 
blue collar, 8 = Unskilled blue collar, 9 = 
Housewife, 10 = Student, 11 = Unemployed, 12 
= Retired 
^ Average personal monthly 1 : Below $5,000, 2 = $5,000-9,999, 
income in HKD 3 二 $10,000-14,999, 4 = $15,000-19,999, 
5 二 $20,000-24,999, 6 = $25,000-29,999, 
7 = $30,000-34,999, 8 = $35,000-39,999, 
9 = $40,000 or above 




NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS THAT USE 
DffFERENT BRANDS OF SHAMPOO 
BrandName Frequency Percentage 
Vidal Sassoon 4} 17.9 
Pantene ^ ]2_S 
Rejoice ^ 12.7 
Head & Shoulders ^ ^ 
Optima l2_ 5.2 
Nouriche H ^ 8 
Sifone ^0 4.4 
Essential 7 ^ J 
Johnson's Baby 7 ^ J 
Finesse 4 |[^ 
Revlon 4 }_2 
Rimsy 4 l_J 
WeUa Balsam 4 l_7 
Selsun Blue 3 ^ 
Shiseido 3 1.3 
Timotei 2 0.9 
Alberto V05 1 0.4 
Direct marketing brands 7 ^ J 
Brands from hair salon 5 ^ 
Others ^ 9.6 
Total 229* 100 
• The total number is larger than sample size (200) because some respondents use more 
than one shampoo brand. 
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APPENDIX 10 
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF RESPONDENTS THAT USE 
DffFERENT TYPES OF SHAMPOOS 
Type of Shampoo Frequency Percentage 
For normal hair 122 61.0 
For oily hair ^2 iTo 
For dry hair 17 8.5 
For permed / damaged hair 14 1 0 
Anti-dandrufif Ys 12.5 




RESULTS OF FACTOR ANALYSIS 
Factor <fe Factor Label Variables 
Factor 1 - Cleanliness B1 - The shampoo cleans hair effectively. 
B6 - The shampoo helps remove grease. 
B13 - The shampoo keeps hair cool. 
B20 - You have a refreshing feeling after shampooing. 
Factor 2 - Softness B2 - The shampoo keeps hair smooth. 
B3 - The shampoo keeps hair shiny. 
B4 - The shampoo keeps hair soft. 
Factor 3 - Prevention B7 - The shampoo prevents dandruff. 
B8 - The shampoo prevents loss ofhair. 
B9 - The shampoo prevents split-ends. 
B12 - The shampoo keeps scalp healthy. 
Factor 4 - Design & Packaging B16 - You Uke the design of the package. 
B17 _ The shampoo brand that you use most frequently 
is packaged for easy usage. 
B19 - You Uke the color of the shampoo. 
Factor 5 - Fragrance B18 - You Uke the shampoo's fragrance. 
B21 - You enjoy the fragrance of the shampoo when 
you are washing your hair. 
B22 - You Uke the shampoo's fragrance to stay on 
your hair after shampooing. 
Factor 6 - Relaxation B23 • Shampooing your hair helps you to relax. 
Factor 7 - Price B5 - The shampoo makes hair bouncy. 
B10 - The shampoo prevents itchiness. 
B l l - The shampoo keeps hair nourished. 
B15 - The price of shampoo that you use most 
frequently is cheap. 
• B14 0»lances the pH value) has not been included in factor anafysis due to the high proportion of 
"don't know^ responses. 
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APPENDIX 13 
CROSS-TABULATION RESULTS BETWEEN SEGMENTS AND BENEFITS 
Benefit items/Segment 1 2 i £ 
Factor 1 - Cleanliness 
.,,'An-.^,^.A^M^, 
Cleans hair effectively 0 + + + &W% 
Q j > ^ VC.[;rf,fh 
'// ",/", '/'/', , / 7 ,' J/': 
Helps remove grease 0 + + + + ( : _麵 
‘ ‘ — ~ — — ~ - ~ — ^ — ~ — ~ - ^ — ~ ' ~ — ^mi)jjjjiiw '^)jjtr].:jij:jui 
Keeps hair cool 0 + + + + + 4«於 
£ r„/,i,„„„,r„„^ 
- ‘ / ^ ‘ ‘ '/... 
Have refreshing feeling after shampooing + + ++ 讓 ^ ^ 
Factor 2 - Softness 
• / '/ ‘ ‘ ‘ ' , ' 
/ 
Keeps hair smooth 0 这减 ％“ ？ + + + 
，，，_丨—？:,_丨_工， 
Keeps hair shiny 0 6;: ¾ ¾ - + 
— ^ fi；.- f^.i^.,,n..:ij>>^4 
'》''”'、。、‘',二 /‘ ,'" \ 
Keepshairsoft 0 5 ¾ ¾ ¾ 0 + 
Factor 3 - Prevention 
TTW^^-
Prevents dandruff ； f + 0 + ^ _ , « 
Prevents loss of hair ^ #^  i< : 0 - 0 
± „ f,»n , ,)_i, , i , „ , i,„ ‘ 
‘ ‘ ^ ,, 
Prevents split-ends \ # “ + 0 + 
‘‘"''''^'' ''''^''"''/''.""' '''^''' 
Keeps scalp healthy kl£^^--A + 0 + 
Factor 4 - Design & Packaging „ _ „ 
Like the design of the package - _ - :：命 0 
I I -MMMM*-MMi-i-M- I I I iniVrirtiiir \ H|i i|i • II iiifig i;f| MaMMM*M*>>Mw 
〈々，、’、、‘，\„Y 
Packaged for easy usage + 0 : : ; + !? : + + 
I I ‘ ‘ -~—~—^— :J';i:XC ."；'•'• "1 
‘ � � ‘ > � V ‘； ‘ ‘ ' 、 、 《 ‘ \ , 
Like the color ofthe shampoo 0 - - 0 + 
— » — — « — — — ^ ^ — — — — — — ———^————••••^•^——^———^——!—^圓 I I B l l - ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ I • l.lll.mi I ^ - ^ - - - . ljDyiyiy l^^ j^ ^2jy^^^^^^ i^y j^^ ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M W ^ _ ^ _ H M 
Factor 5 - Fragrance 
/,y/':�z'",''、、： 
Like the shampoo，sfragrance + ':：|;；^- ^ " 0 + + 
_____>____________________«_ :;;>--;i/i^pM 
Enjoy the fragrance when washing hair + ::>(;.;,¾: :; 0 + 
y 
Like the fragrance to stay on hair after shampooing + ,|:&rp': Q + 
• + (-) means a relatively high percentage of respondents agree (disagree) with that statement when 
compared to other segments. + + (- -) means an even higher percentage of respondents faU on the 
agree (disagree) side. 0 means roughly equal percentage of respondents agree, disagree, or are 
neutral on the statement. 
• The shaded areas show the benefits that each segment is looking for. 
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